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The Dircctor-General has the honour to transmit to tho members of the 

Executive Board document ТШО Îcd, С aro/3 y a report on Medical Aspects of Social 

Security, This is a statement of a YJ1I0 Consultant Group, prepared for consider-

átion by the Intcíi^ic/tional Labour Organization in formulating its nev/ Conventions 

on Social Security, The specific stages in the back^roxond of the proparatiçn of 

this statom^nt aro raviciied in the opening paragraphs of the document itself • 

Tho attention of tho Board is d r a m to the fact that this is tho first 

occasion on which the World Health Organization has been called upon to advise 

the International Labour Organization on the medical aspects of its long-

established activités in the field of social security. .J^ter the statement 

has been reviewed by the Executive Board, the International Labour Organization 

is desirous of publishing it amons the preparatory documents for the forthcoming 

International Labour С onf erence in 1952 at ivhich the пегт proposed Conventions on 

Social Security vdll be voted upon. 
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MEDICAL ASPECTS OF SOCIAL SECURITY 

Statement q£ УЩО Consultant Group
д
 prepared for consideration 

by the International Labour Organization in femulating its 
new Conventions on Social Security 

In June 1951, the International Labour Office invited the Y/orld Health 

Organization to co-operate in the formulation of its new proposed Conventions on 

Social Security insofar as these contained references to medical care and health 

questions. Accordingly, the ШЮ Executive Board at its eighth session passed a 

resolution approving the action of the Director-General in arranging for an 

expert committee to advise the ILO in the field of health and social insurance* 

On 17/18 December 1951 a Consultant Group was convened by ТШО in Geneva for 

the purpose of careful review and criticism of the proposed new ILO Conventions on 

Social Security^ one on a Minimum Standard and the other on. an Advanced Standard. 

Before addressing themselves to these specific conventions^ the mmbovs of the 

Consultant Group had prepared thornselvos with background study of previous ILO 

actions in the field of social security, especially Convention No
#
 24 on Sickness 

» i 

Insurance, adopted in 1927, and Recommendation.No. 69 on Medical Care, adopted in 

1944, Against; tfil-s background the provisions of the new proposed Conventions 

were studied. 

X 
Members of the Consultant Groups 

Dr. E . Aujaleu, Directeur de l'hygiène sociale au Ministère de la Santé publique 
et de la Population (Frarice); Dr. A , Leslie Banks, Professor of Human Ecology, 
University of Cambridge (United Kingdom)； Dr. C. van den Berg, Diroctor-General 
for International Health Affairs (Netherlands)； Dr, J. Axel Hojer, Director-
General of Public Health (Swe'den); Dr. René Sand, Professeur honoraire à 
l'Université libre de Bruxelles (Belgium)； Dr. Henry E , Sigerist, Research 
Associate, Yale University, United. States of America， (resident in Switzerland). 
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In revi erring these provisions an effort was made by the Consultant Group to 

consider the major principios and issues in the organization of medical care, as 

part of a social security system^ rather than to suggest the detailed language 

for formulation of a formal convention. Like?dse> questions were generally 

considered in terms of basic principios rather than as belonging to either the 

Minimum Standard or Advanced Standard Conventions, Any action to be taken on 

tho basis of tho rccommendatioris of the Consultant Group, therefore, in 

application to either the Llinimum or Advanced Standard, m i l rest entirely Tfith 

the International Labour Org nization. 

The folXoiTing thoughts arc respectfully submitted to the International Labour 

Organization by the TTc^ld Health Organization. 

Coverage 

The Consultant Group observes the specification of numbers of persons 

covered by a medical care programme in terms of percentages of the population. 

It is suggested that，in the interest of the total health and well-being of a 

nation， an organized medical care programme should cover as high a percentage of 

the population as possible, "llhen coverage cannot be universal，it is recommended 

that greater priority be extended to persons of IOY/ВГ economic levels, since 

their relative need for health services is greater. This should be done, hov;evcr, 

on the basis of some administrative practice v/hich does not involve a means test 

as a condition for the receipt of a health service. Moreover^ léien limitations 

are necessary^ greater attention to children is justified in the interest of 

preventive medicino and the welfare of the next generation. 

It is recognized that in many nations there are special programmes of 

medical care for rocipients of public assistance. ТЛаНе there are special 

problems relating to this group, because of its particularly high incidence of 

illness, it is recommended that in principle such programmes should be merged 

with the programme of medical'caro for the general population/ Thus, the state 

might pay premiums into an insurance fund，for example^ for public assistance 

beneficiaries^ but the medical care these persons receive should be according to 

the same pattern as that received by other persons. 
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Health Services 

The Consultant Group recommends that health services be recognized as 

having four aspects? 

(a) Constructive services - which include environmental measures， 

sound nutrition,'physical culture^ etc. 

(b) Personal prevoitive services - which include immunizations, periodic 

health exainimtions厂health counselling, etc, 

(c) Curativo services 一 txhich include the diagnosis and treatment of 

disease and injury, 

(d) Restorative services - iThich include measures necessary to help the 

Individual to return to full v/orking and living capacity. 

In view of these principles^ it is considered somewhat restrictive for a 

medical care prograirano to provide scrviccs for contingencies rrhich include only 

"morbid conditions" and the maternity atate. It has been increasingly found 

that a distinction cannot effectively be made between preventive and curative 

medicine. A medical care programme should provide services not only to persons 

Tf.dth a morbid condition or to prognaat тюшеп
д
 but also .to persons who are in 

presumably good health at the time. It is not proposed that funds derived for 

financing a medical care programme should be used for purely environmental 

measures coining mainly under the heading of constructive services as cited 

above. At the same time preventive services to individuals
д
 such as 

immunizations, periodic health examinations^ nutritional guidance, e t c” should 

be included^ and these vrauld be given， of course, to persons who do not have a 

morbid condition. Health education and all preventive services are of the 

highest importance, not only because of the reduction in disease and death yáiich 

they may make possible, but also because of resultant economies in the costs of 

the medical care programme. 

In each nation there are complox administrative relationships between 

programmes of medical care and programmes of preventive services. As a general 

principle^ it is suggested that the medical care programme should provide 
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preventivo services to individuals insofar as thoy are not already provided by 

other organized programmes. 

The Group notes that general practitioner care is provided as a basic 

servi с G in both the Minimum and Advancccl Standards of Social Security. Because 

of the varying conditions of different nations, it is believed best that the 

moaning and content of general practitioner care be left for each country to 

decide. 

ITith respect to specialist care, there are often problems relating to the 

definition of physicians \áxo are specifically competent in one specialty or 

another
#
 The Group recommends that each countiy should develop formal standards 

for the designations of medical specialists. The availability of specialist 

care varies .widely in different nations. Yihile in most countries it is 

related to hospitals， there arc some countries in which specialist care may be 

more readily available outside hospitals than in them,. It is suggested, 

therefore, that in the Minimum Standards of Social Security specialist care 

should be provided insofar as it is available in hospitals or otherwise. 

The provision of hospital care is interpreted to include differervfc services 

in different countries
#
 The term ^maintenance" might often be interpreted to 

mean simply room and board, without inclusion of essential supportive services 

such as laboratoiy examinations, physical therapy, dressings and drugs, etc. 

If the phrase "hospitalization as necessary" is used in the Conventions, it may-

be considered to include all the supportive services required for the proper 

care of persons in a hospital. 

The provision of essential pharmaceutical supplies is an integral feature 

of a medical care programme ̂  but it is important to specify th'at these supplies 

should be limited to those prescribed by a physican or other qualified 

practitioner. 

, The provision of dental care in a medical care programme is usually 

associated with difficulties^ because of the relatively high cost of adequate’ 

services and the inadequate supplies of dental and allied personnel in all nationç
f 
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The Group suggest s
 д
 nevertheless, that it will not be wise to omit consideration 

of dental care entirely in the Minimum Standards of Social Security, vAiile 

including it rdthout limitation in the Advanced Standards
 #
 It is suggested 

that in the Miniimm Standards provision be made for dental care to children and 

expectant nothers, although this need not necessarily be financed from an insurance 

fund. Tihore a school dental care system exists, it is important that a social 

security pro^ranno should support it3 rather than impair its effectiveness in 

any v/ау. In the Advanced Standard it is suggested that, in addition to dental 

с arc for mothers and children, caro be provided for all others to such an extent 

as is noooesavy for the maintenance of general health and working capacity. The 

latter foraulation is intended to exclude provision of prosthetic dental 

services (suoh as partial bridges^ crowns, etc.) which aro chiefly for roasons of 

cosnctics or confort rather than for general health. 

The Group coóciends the International Labour Organization on the definition 

of "comprehensive medical care" rhich appears in the. Advanced Standard. It should 

be made clear, however, that the term "specialist care" is intended to include 

laboratory, x-ray
д
 physical therapy and other such services which may in some 

instances be performed by persons other than physicians. It is suggested that 

"prosthetic appliances'
1

 vrould be a more comprehensive description than 

» artificial limbs"; likewise, in order to avoid ambiguity
д
 it would probably, 

be т:е11 to specify the provision of eye—glasses as a phase of comprehensive medical 

caree T/ith respect to the Minimum Standard, it might be nell to specify that the 

provision of general practitioner care includes domiciliaiy visitins^ in the same 

v/ay that this is specified in the advanced Standard, 

The value of periodic medical examinations is well recognized but the Group 

believes that it is hazardous to suggest that persons be subjected
11

 to them» There 

are many practical difficulties "which stand in the way of achieving this objective, 

some of i/hich can be overcome Ъу various forms of health service organization, such 

as the development of mass screening procedures for major diseases^ It would not 

be feasible to discuss all these problems in a Convention but it is suggested that 

the aspect to be emphasised should be the provision of facilities for the рогГогш-

anee of periodic medical examinations* 
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Consideration xras {jiven by tho Group to the question of establishinj priorité 

ios for certain classes of medical and related services in the event that it is not 

feasible to introduce a comprehensivo medical care progimme in a nation all at 

onco
#
 Moreoevcr, since most progroiíimes of medical care are developed gradually over 

the years^ it is important to recognize the need for developing services of some 

types ahead of others. The Group recommends that the highest priority in an organ-

ized medical care prosromme should be associated'т/dth the provision of the services 

of a general medical practitioner^ VJhile the physician is more important thtin the 

physical structure in vihich he works, it must also be recognized that to do proper 

vrork a physician requires a clinic or health centre or hospital in v/hich to render 

service. Therefore, the combination of the general physician and his workshop 

should be considered the top priority in the provision of medical care
#
 Built 

upon this basic foundation^ tho services of specialists may then be provided as 

vroll as dental sorvicos, drugs and appliances, Tho latter group of services, 

hoiTCver, aro regarded as of 1от:ог priority in social situations in váiich comprehen-

sivo service is not attainable» ‘ihile care of the patient in his home ^ives the 

physician tho important opportunity to óbsorve the patients social environment, 

it is costly, timе-сonsurain^and usually less advantageous than service in a med-

ical facility； T.-hero resources arc limited, therefore, domiciliary care may have to 

be restricted, • . . 

It is obviously difficult to establish a scheme of priorities vdiich mi^ht be 

mechanically applied to all nations» Tihere hospitals and health centros are not 

available, thqy must be constructed if the physician is to have a place in v/hich to 

v:orlc
f
 On the other hand, whero physical facilities are available, it is not iri.se 

to include hospitalization services in a medical care programme таthout first 

assuring the servieGS of the Genoral physician. Hospitals and health centres can 

never properly be ônds in themsolvcs but must alvmys bo regarded as auxiliary to the 

physician whoso services are the principal necessity in a medical care programme* 

The Group believes that the provision of maternity* services should recognize 

the varying prácticos of different nations
#
 Thus, it would be m s e r to provide 

for the services ox
 M

qualiTied midvdves or medical practitioners” rather than to 

icply, as does the present language of tho Minimum Standard，that physicians are 

necess ry only under circumstances in which the midwife is inadequate. .'Л the samo 
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time it is important to recognize that in nations in Tjhich qualified midwivos aro 

customarily responsible for norraal obstetrical care, the services of physicians 

should bo available when necessary. 

In formalatins the purposes of the entire series of medical services, the ILO 

mi^ht find it appropriate to refer to the definition of health in the Constitution 

of the 'Jorld Health Organization as "a state of complete physical，mental and social 

v;Gll-bGinr;, and not moroly the absence of disease or infirmity"
 #
 There is, of 

course, a rociprocal relationship beti^en health services and socio-cconomio activ-

itios^ tho social situation croatin^ conditions for health or disease, on the one 

hand, and tho hoalth-or disease of а :)сэ二)le influencing the social situation, on the 

other. Insofar as a purpose Гог the medical care programe is to be defined, it 

may bo said to contribute t o m r d the advancernant of industry^ agriculture, education 

and other social activities. General,social advancemont, thorefore, is one of the 

objectives of a medical c:\re ргозгеигшю. 

Personnel and Facilities 

There are numerous problems relating to the qualifications of medical and re-

lated practitioners Tivho give service in a medical care programme. Especially in 

undor-^cleveloped countries thcrs are large numbers of so-called "indigenous practit-

ionors" who can ive servieо of définito value, despite severe limitations, in the 

absence of qualified and scientifically trained physicians. In addition, and usually 

quite distinct from these indigenous ；practitioners> there may be different classes 

of auxiliary medical чоткгтэ v:ho may also render valuable service. The latter 

group are 2 ene rally trained by the Government to carry out specific functions and 

they usually т/ork in some typo of organized Framework. 

In cither case, the group recommonds that these allied medical personnel ттогк 

under tho supervision of s ci entific ally trained medical or dental practitioners # 

To accomplish this xor indigenous practitioners involves serious social adjustments^ 

but it would be rjiser than ignoring these practitioners on the one hand, or granting 

theüí unlimitocl freedom, on tho other. Competent auxiliary workers are highly im-

portant in nations iâth a shortage of physicians, but there are hazards in their 

activities Tihich can be avoided by having them under medical supervision. 
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Tith rospcct to all medical and allied ^orsorxncl in an organized p r o g r a m o , 

licensure by the State should be an adequate qualification for participation in 

the projrCTme, To establish qualifications, beyond lie onsuro creates discrisiinatoiy 

hazards, oxeqpt in tho ease of specialists for v;hom advanced technical qualifica-

tions may be appropriate. '.here no licensure system exists for a particular class 

of modical personnel laboratoiy assistants or practical nurses) it is advis-

fiblefor the Stato to establish such a system as part of the modical caro programnc^. 

Since in an organized medical servie с the Government is taking some degree of respon-

sibility for the caro received by people, it is necessary that licensure and other 

parallel standards of qualification should bo as as practicable, 

• .了 i t h ro.^arcl to qualifications for hospitals
3
 those institutions Vdiich are 

ovmod and operated by Government, automatically receive some supervision, bubthis 

may conc from an autonomous local body. Institutions ivhich are oivncd and oper«^ 

atod by private or voluntaiy ajencios may bo without any official supervision. In 

both inst^CGC, it is desirable that standar '.s for the operation of hospitals in i 

ncdical саго рго̂гажю Ъо established and applied by a national authority^ 

Organization and ^'Iministration 

Tho Consultant Group recognizes that many nations consider it necessary to 

impose on the beneficiaries of medical care pro^rarnmos personal responsibility for 

paying a part of the cost of services raceived
#
 Iñ general，horre ver ̂  it views 

these requirements for cost-sharing unfavourably and recommends that no limit
д
 such 

as
 и

опэ third" of the cost of service乡 should be specified as acceptable. It 

recoi3m©n Is that cost-sharing should be allowed only if it does not cause hardship 02： 

discourage the procurement of needed serviees
é
 Tho Group recognizes that the question 

of hardship may vary for different individuals, but it doas not wish to see the appli-

cation of a' system for determining these differences^ ^vhich might require the déposition 
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of a means test. For under-developed 

cost-sharing device should involve no 

ficiary. 

countries it is suggested that any 

more than a token payment by the bene-

The Group commends the ILO on recognition in both the Minimum and 

Advanced Standards of the importance of co-operation with organized preventive 

health programmes• The term "general health services", however, is someiwhat 

ambiguous and it is recommended that it might be changed to read "public 

health s e r v i c e s g i v i n g examples such as maternal and child health services, 

tuberculosis services, v$nQ3realdisease services^ visiting nurse se vices； 

health education, and other organized activities designed to prevent 

control disease • It would be "well for reference to be made to the activity； 

of other bodies doing such work "which are recognized by public authorities, 

rather than necessarily being "under the supervision of public authorities"• 

The entire question of utilization of preventive services by persons 

covered under a medical care programme raises the further question of 

administrative responsibility for medical care administration in relation to 

public health administration. The Group urges that, as an ultimate goal, 

complete unification of the administration of medical care and preventive 

services be developed• This may take many years to accomplish in most 

nations but, ii the meantime, it is recommended that there be a system of 

joint planning of the services at the top level and as far down the line into 

local communities as is possible. 

The Огощ- :/tcognizes that medical care is one aspect of a general 

progranurie of vocational rehabilitation,, but it recommends that the medical 

aspects be thoroughly integrated with the general, medical care programme• 

TAiether or not there is a comprehensive rehabilitation prograrauae in a nation, 

the medical care programme should include medical rehab Л-itation among its 

activities. 

The question of medical certifications of disability under a programme 

providing cash benefits during sickness is highly controversial^ and the 
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Group docs not submit any re commendations on the best procedure. , ""Whatever 

may be tho system of disability certification, however, it is г с commended that 

all persons covered under a programme providing sickness allomnces or 

invalidity pensions should also be covered under an organized medical care 

programme, bjorcover^ there should bo. actaiinistrative measures "which help to 

assure that a -worker receiving disability payments is at the same time) under 
. r . • 

active- modical treatment, 
‘f ‘ 

If qualifying periods (not to bo confused ivith waiting periods) are to 

bo allowed to prevent abuse in a racdical care programme, it is rucoramerided 

that they should bo as short as possible. It is thoroughly agreed that the 

advanced standard should contain no provision for a qualifying period
 e 

Tho necessity of limiting the duration of an illness for "which medical 

care may be received is recognized as a financial necessity in many organized 

programmes. In general, it is recommended that, if possible, no such 

limitation be imposed, but if a limitation is financially necessary, it should 

bo so defined as to have the most liberal interpretation in terms of providing 

care to persons with serious chronic illness. It is suggested that the term 

"case" creates ambiguity ind that limitations be applied simply to "a morbid 

condition" or "an illness". . In general, it .would be advisable for any: 

limitation of 26 weeks to be т/aived for diseases like tuberculosis- or diabetes 

in "which a euro or at least a complote adjustment to the disease is possible 

after troatment "váiich may exceed 26 v/eeks, It is also considered important 

that medical care for a long-term illness should continue so long as a person 

is receiving sickness allowances, and, when necessary, after a person has 

returned to work. 

Special Organizational Questions 

There are several major questions of 

and operation of a medical care programme 

consideration in the proposed Conventions 

administrative policy in the planning 

which have not. come under direct 

on Social Security of the Inter-

national Labour Organization» The Consultant Group, nevertheless, wishes to 

draw attention to the importance of some of these questions insofar as they are 

related to the content of the proposed Conventions• 
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Regarding relationships bGtv;eon national and local levels of administra-

tion of medical care it is realized that no fix^d rule can be laid doivn. 

Complote central domination or completo local autonomy are equally objectionr-

able and it is recomiended that, in general, a middle course be followed. 

General supervision and co-ordination of services should be expected from the 

central authority, as V/ell as financial assistance to low income local areas• 

Long-term planning and the co-ordination of preventive and curative services 

should be responsibilities of the national level. On the other hand, con-

siderable initiative should be allowed to local administrative authorities in 

developing and operating tho medical care programme in accordance M t h local 

needs• The exercise of local initiative is essential in winning the co-

operation of local people for the most effective functioning of the entire 

medical carс programme. 

The method by ivhich physicians and other medical personnel are paid is 

of great .importance in the effectiveness of a medical care prograimie
#
 . There 

are three widely practised systems of remuneration for services； the fee-for-

service system, the capitation system, and the salary system (whole-time or 

part—tine)• The Consultant Group "wishes to draw attention to the advantages 

and disadvantages of each method. 

The fee-for-servico system is probably the most widely practised and has 

the general support of the private medical profession. It provides the 

physician an incentivo toward giving a great deal of medical service， but 

much of this service may be unnecessary. I;t exposes the physician to the 

temptation to care for a patient who should be sent to a specialist or an
 4 

institution. It even gives an incentive for the prolongation rather than the 

reduction of illness • TiMle the method is associated with considerable free-

dom for the medical profession^ it requires much paper work and administrative 

machinery^ often irritating^ and in the long run may be more expensive to the 

nation• 

The capitation method is only applicable to general medical practice, 

rather than to specialized practice. It is associated with the maintenance of 

a family-doctor relationship and ivith latitiode for the profession. It has the 
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disadvantage of permitting a perfunctory quality of care since the physician 

receives no、more reward for extra service. By the same token, h o w v e r , it 

tends to induce a preventive emphasis in medical practice and the prompt 

referral of patients to specialists and hospitals "when necessary, without fear 

of financial loss. 
. ‘ 

• • • 

The salary system is opposed by much of the medical profession because 

it tends to be associated with supervision of physicians under some type of 

organized framework. For the latter reason, hov/ever> it makes possible the 

maintenance of technical standards and the supervision of medical performance 

by qualified leaders, whether in a governmental or voluntary service. Through 

this method, training, experience and competence can enter into the deter-

mination of financial awards and special inducements can be offered to 

attract physicians into rural areas and other sections where they are greatly 

needed* It facilitates the career of the young doctor and can make fullest 

use of medical manpower. It is conducive to the systematic provision of 

preventive services and to the pursuit of post-graduate study. Paper work 

and administrative machinery are reduced to a minimum and, in general, the 

•entire system is most economical. Moreover，the need for a separate system 

of "control doctors“ for certification of disability is eliminated• 

Whatever may be the method for payment of physicians, and other personnel, 

it is essential that they be adequately rewarded if they are to do good work, 

"Whatever the system, the patient should be assured continuity of care by a 

family doctor "vriio is in touch with the patient in relation to his total 

environment and is aware of all the services he may receive through 

specialists^ hospitals, and other sources• 

Another important problem related to methods of remuneration is the 

differential in.rewards of specialists，
 4

compared with general practitioners• 

Tríhatever the method of payment, the differentials should not be so great as 

to offer an excessive attraction to specialty practice, since the.greatest 

need in most nations is for a larger proportional number of general family 

physicians. The relative payment, for dental services must also be designed 

to avoid any imbalance in the attractiveness of different fields of health 

work 參 
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In any events the development of the best system for remuneration of medical 

personnel in any nation is a slow process. In the interest of agreeable 

relationships with the medical profession, it is often necessary to make use of 

methods "which may have temporary disadvantages for the geneml pop-alation. As 

experience is gained， however, it should be possible gradually to modify 

methods of payment toward a pattern promoting the most effective service for 

the people т/vhile, at the same tine, winning the support and the devoted services 

of tho medical profession^ without -which any programme of medical care cannot be 

successful• 

№c Group advises that to promote the highest quality of service in a 

medical care programme, part of 'the funds should be used for post-graduate 

education of health personnel'and for scientific research. This is most 

practical when there is a unified fund covering a large number of people. It 

is important that research financod from this source should be carried out 

with adequate freedom, and this can be assured through the delegation of 

research responsibilities to independent councils or institutions "which are 

immune from political or conpercial pressures
 f 

Modern medical scionce has bocome so complex that the best quality of 

eervice can no longer be rendered by individual physicians working in isolation. 

Tho general physician, the various specialists, the hospitals, the laboratories, 

and the services of othur personnel and facilities must be brought into close 

working relationship with each other if the patient is to be assured the best 

possible care. Medical practice through group clinics is a practical approach 

to this"objective. Tho organization of hospitals in a regional framework is 

likewise designed to achieve this end
# 

Proper organization of personnel and institutions does not imply that all 

of them should be under the direct cpntrol of a central governmental 

authority, but the co-ordination of their activities by a central authority is 

essential. The most practical population for inclusion in a hospital region 

will vary in different countries but it should always be such that the direc1>-

ing authority is not too remote from the individual patients and medical 
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practitioners. The best composition and scheme of organization, of group 

medical clinics m i l also vary among countries. In any event, the financial 

support for medical-care provided by a social security system should avoid‘a 

crystallization of antiquated patterns of service and should make possible 

continual .experimentation and development of new and appropriate patterns
 t
 , 

Л major problem in all nations is the assurance of adequate medical care 

to persons living outside urban centres. Every medical care programme should 

make spccial provisions for providing medical personnel and facilities in 

rural areas. The construction of health centres with staffs of auxiliary 

personnel and proper equipmont can be a powerful inducement to the 

establishment of physicians in rural districts. Nations have used various 

devices for elevating the supply of rural doctors, such as assignment of 

physicians to.rural districts on relatively high salaries, requirement of a 

period of rural practice as a condition for obtaining the medical degree,‘ 

requirement ô~£ a period of rural practice in return for'special financial 

support during medical education, etc• ïihether the assurance of rural 

medical personnel should be obtained by voluntary inducements or by direct 

•governmental requirements is for each nation to decide, but the provision of 

adequate services for rural people is of the utmost importance. Proper 

transportation facilities, through ambulances and helicopters, are necessary 

to make the services of highly developed urban centres available to isolated 

rural people• 

In developing administrative machinery for the operation óf medical care 

programmes, the Consultant Group urges that the method for access to doctors 

should be simple, not calling for any complex system of application for service 

by the patient. In effect, no procedural barrier should be placed between 

patients and the providers of service, except "vriien this is absolutely necessary 

to assure proper care • Likewise, it is urged that the patient, as. well as the 

professional groups, be represented in the administrative authority of every 

medical care programme• Thus, on the administrative level, the traditional 

relationship between doctor and patient should be represented by an organized 

relationship between the profession and the population. 
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In sunmry, the Consultant Group points out that there are, generally, 

four m j o r obstacles to the provision of good nodical с arc: 

(a) Ifeterial - such as lack of communications or difficulties in the 

household which nako it impossible for nodical advice to be folloT/ed 

(b) Economic - such 'rrs the inability to pay for high cost nedical 

sorvicûs 

(c) Psychological - such as fear of going to doctors or resorting to 

patent medicines or charlatans 

(d) Technical -為uch as shortage of doctors, lack of hospitals or 

equipment, insufficient scientific knowledge or its application, etc. 

To оverсone each of these obstacles, special social measures are 

required and it is obvious that the social security system cannot provide all 

of then. To overcome material obstacles calls for general industrial 

development, family welfare servicos etc. To overcome economic obstacles, 

social security systems arc, of course, of the greatest importance. To 

overсone psychological obstacles éducation is essential, To ovorcone 

technical obstacles, the overall dovclopment of medical science, medical 

porsonnol and facilities, and proper administrative methods are required. 

Tho social security system is obviously a key social measure in making 

available n-jdical care to the people of a nation. The World Health 

Organization wishes to call attention to the excellent -work done by the 

International Labour Organization through the years in promoting the extension 

of such systems with the highest possible standards. It commends especially 

the concepts and practical suggestions in the ILO Recommendation No»69 concern-

ing Medical Care， adopted by the International Labour Conference held at 

Philadelphia in 1944. The World Health Organization commends highly the 

International Labour Organization for the renewed efforts involved in the 

preparation of the two nev/ proposed Conventions on Minimum Standards ani 

Advanced Standards of Social Security and wishes the International Labour 

Organization every success in their adoption and application. 


